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Abstract—An efficient methodology to study sta-
ble in-phase synchronization in networks of identical
nonlinear oscillators is proposed. The problem of in-
vestigating synchronization properties is reduced to an
eigenvalue problem by means of the joint application
of the Master Stability Function and the Harmonic
Balance technique. The proposed method permits to
achieve huge reduction in computational time respect
to traditional time-domain approaches. In addition,
such method can be extended to study synchronization
patterns in networks of nonlinear oscillators described
by differential-algebraic equations.

1. Introduction

The existence of (locally) stable synchronous states
in networks of coupled nonlinear oscillators is mainly
shown by computing the spectrum of Lyapunov Expo-
nents (LE). Unfortunately, specially when dealing with
continuous time high-order systems, such a computa-
tion requires long CPU time and may show numerical
instabilities [1–3].

In 1998, Pecora and Caroll [4] proposed a technique,
subject to some constraints, to simplify this task. The
problem of synchrony detection was split in two parts:
one related to network topology and the other request-
ing the computation of LE of the single (generally low-
order) uncoupled oscillator. This second part requires
the evaluation of the so called Master Stability Func-
tion (MSF) [4]. Even if in this case we have to deal
with low order nonlinear oscillators, the computational
effort remains important because steady-state periodic
solutions of the uncoupled oscillator are required. Such
solutions may be obtained by means of time-domain
methods by discarding transient behavior. On the
other hand spectral methods (for instance Harmonic
Balance - (HB)) provide an accurate approximation of
steady-state periodic oscillations in nonlinear oscilla-
tors [5].

The main aim of this paper is to present an efficient
method, based on the joint use of HB and MSF tech-
niques, in order to evaluate synchronization properties
in networks composed of coupled identical nonlinear
oscillators with at least a stable limit cycle. In par-
ticular, the HB-based method allows one to identify

limit cycles and, beyond the reduction in CPU time,
makes it possible to investigate nonlinear oscillators
described by implicit differential equations [6].

The manuscript is organized as follows. In Section
II, a brief summary of the MSF approach is presented
and in Section III the new algorithm is described in
details. The impressive reduction in CPU time is pre-
sented through examples in Section IV. Some conclu-
sions are drawn at the end of the paper.

2. The Master Stability Function

The Master Stability Function permits to study syn-
chronization conditions for networks of coupled non-
linear systems [4]. We summarize the main ideas to
point out how spectral methods can be successfully
used to conceive efficient algorithms for evaluating syn-
chronization on limit cycles.

We consider networks of N cells described by the
model (n = 1, . . . , N)

ẋn = f(xn) + ǫ
N

∑

n′=1

Ann′H(xn′ − xn), (1)

where xn ∈ RD is the D-dimensional state of the
nth cell, f : RD → RD accounts for the nonlinear
self dynamics, ǫ ∈ R is the global coupling strength,
A ∈ {0, 1}N×N is the adjacency matrix describing the
coupling among cells (so that Ann′ = 1 if cell n is
connected to cell n′ and Ann′ = 0 otherwise), and
H ∈ R

D×D select which variables are used in the
coupling. Even if Eq. (1) gives a more explicit idea
of how xn′ is linked to xn, for the following calcu-
lation it is better to use the laplacian matrix L as-
sociated to A (namely Lnn′ = Ann′ when n 6= n′,

Lnn = −
∑N

n′=1
Ann′) to describe the system

ẋn = f(xn) + ǫ

N
∑

n′=1

Lnn′Hxn′ . (2)

We are interested in studying conditions on the cou-
pling strength ǫ and on the network topology described
by L so that the synchronous manifold x1 = x2 =



. . . xn = . . . xN is stable 1. It is worth noting that the
synchronous manifold corresponds to the in-phase pe-
riodic oscillation, i.e. there are zero phase shifts among
all oscillators.

Denoting by x the common dynamics, we consider
the variational equations associated to Eq. (2)

δ̇n = Df(x)δn + ǫ

N
∑

n′=1

Lnn′Hδn′ , (3)

where δn is an infinitesimal increment with respect to
x of the n-th cell and Df is the Jacobian of f . By con-
sidering the linear transformation which diagonalizes
ǫL, we get N uncoupled equations

δ̇n =
(

Df(x) + (σn + i βn)H
)

δn, (4)

where σ1 + i β1, . . . σN + i βN are the N eigenvalues of
ǫL, considered with their multiplicities. The stability
of the synchronous manifold with respect to the direc-
tion identified by the eigenvalue σn+iβn is then deter-
mined by evaluating the maximun Lyapunov exponent
of Eq. (4) on the synchronous manifold ẋ = f(x). If
we consider σn +iβn as a parameter in C, we can per-
form the same calculation for every value of σ and β
in a certain interval, to get a broad sweep of possi-
ble configurations. The result is the Master Stability
Function (MSF) Λ(σ, β). If, given ǫ and L, we have
that Λ(σn, βn) < 0 for each eigenvalue of ǫL, then the
considered configuration and coupling strength give a
(locally) stable synchronous manifold.

In the following we focus on symmetric coupling, so
that all the eigenvalues of ǫL have vanishing imaginary
part. It follows that we are interested in computing
Λ(σ, 0) = Λ(σ). In addition, ranking the eigenvalues
in decreasing order, we have that 0 = σ1 > σ2 ≥ . . . ≥
σN : the first eigenvalue is 0, as we consider laplacian
matrices, and the second is strictly negative, since the
corresponding graph is connected.

3. Efficient algorithm based on HB and MSF

The MSF is often evaluated using a numerical al-
gorithm that computes the maximum Lyapunov ex-
ponent of Eq. (4) on the synchronous manifold. This
approach usually requests a numerical integration of
the differential equations, discarding the transient to
reach the synchronous state, and further time to have
the algorithm to estimate the Lyapunov exponents at
the convergence. In [7] the HB technique was suc-
cessfully employed to study bifurcation phenomena in

1Under suitable assumptions on function f(·), stable syn-
chronous manifolds result to be ρ1 x1 = ρ2 x2 = . . . = ρn xn =
. . . = xN , where ρn ∈ {−1, 1}. The results given in this
manuscript can be generalized to such stable synchronous man-
ifolds.

limit cycle systems. In this Section, we present an al-
ternative efficient algorithm, based on MSF and HB,
using the numerical ideas developed in [6].

Before describing the algorithm, we should briefly
recall how HB technique is used for analyzing limit
cycles and their Lyapunov exponents.

Given a scalar function x(t) which is T -periodic, it
can be expressed, in an approximated form, as a trun-
cated Fourier series

x(t) ≃ a0 +

K
∑

k=1

(

ak cos(kωt) + bk sin(kωt)
)

, (5)

where a0, ak, and bk are the Fourier coefficients and
ω = 2π/T . Using M = 2K + 1 equally spaced
time samples x(tm) in (0, T ] , with tm = mT/M ,
m = 1, . . . , M , we can link the Fourier coefficients and
the time samples x(tm) using an appropriate matrix Γ
with inverse

Γ−1 =







1 γC
1,1 γS

1,1 . . . γC
1,K γS

1,K

...
...

...
...

...
1 γC

H,1 γS
H,1 . . . γC

H,K γS
H,K






(6)

whose entries are given by

γC
p,q = cos

(

q2πp

2K + 1

)

, γS
p,q = sin

(

q2πp

2K + 1

)

. (7)

We then have, XF = ΓX where (denoting trans-
position by an apex ′) X = [x(t1), . . . , x(tH)]′, and
XF = [a0, a1, b1, . . . , aK , bK ]′. We can link the Fourier
coefficient of the time derivative ẋ(t) to the ones of
x(t) as ẊF = ωΩXF ,where Ω is a M × M matrix
full of 0 except Ω2k,2k+1 = k and Ω2k+1,2k = −k, for
k = 1, . . . , K. As described in [7], this formalism can
be used to look for the Fourier coefficients of limit cy-
cles for a system ẋ = f(x).

We recall now that, given a system of dimension D

δ̇ = B(t)δ, (8)

with B(t) a T periodic matrix, the corresponding D
Floquet multipliers (FMs) λd = eµdT are such that
ud(t) eµdt, with ud(t) T -periodic, are D linearly inde-
pendent solutions of Eq. (8). The Lyapunov (or char-
acteristic) Exponents are µd. If B(t) in Eq. (8) is the
Jacobian matrix of the vector field f on a limit cy-
cle solution, then the FMs carry information about
the stability of the limit cycle. Following [6], we can
express the FMs in the HB setting as an eigenvalue
problem: eµdT is a FM corresponding to the solution
u(t) (whose time samples form U and whose truncated
Fourier coefficients form UF , such that, with ΓD a
DM ×DM block-diagonal matrix built up of D copies
of Γ, UF = ΓDU) if µd and U are solution to the fol-
lowing eigenvalue problem

(ΓDBMΓ−1

D − ωΩM )UF = µdU, (9)
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Figure 1: Location on the Gauss plan of the eigenval-
ues of the systems Eq. (9) for the Chua circuit (D = 3)
approximated with K = 5.

where BM is a DM×DM matrix constructed expand-
ing each element of B in a diagonal block of time sam-
ples B(t1), . . . B(tM ), and ΩM is a DM × DM block-
diagonal matrix built up of D copies of Ω. The solu-
tion of Eq. (9) gives DM different eigenvalues, which
correspond to a subset of the infinite µd determining
D independent FM eµdT . These eigenvalues are dis-
tributed along D vertical lines in the complex plane
(see Fig. 1 for an example with D = 3 and K = 5). As
noted in [6], to get the more stable results, we should
look for the ones with smaller imaginary part.

The proposed algorithm to determine the MSF Λ(σ)
for σ ∈ [σ∗, σ

∗] on a limit cycle is then made of four
steps: (1) given the uncoupled oscillator ẋ = f(x), find
an accurate approximation of the limit cycle of interest
XF ; (2) for σ ∈ [σ∗, σ

∗] solve Eq. (9) with BM con-
structed using B given by Df + σH evaluated on the
limit cycle XF , obtaining DM eigenvalues; (3) among
them, select the D eigenvalues with smaller imaginary
part µ1, . . . , µD ; (4) Λ(σ) = max{ℜ(µ1), . . . ,ℜ(µD)}.

4. Numerical results

In order to verify the accuracy of the proposed al-
gorithm, we study the stability of synchronous states
in two networks composed of simple and well-known
oscillators: Van der Pol and Chua oscillators.

To this end, the MSF for Van der Pol and Chua
oscillators are derived according to the proposed al-
gorithm. Then the results are compared to those ob-
tained by means of time-domain methods.

Van der Pol oscillator is described by the following
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Figure 2: Limit cycle for the Van der Pol oscillator:
solid grey line (HB approximation), dotted black line
(time-domain simulation).

differential equations

{

ẋ1 = 1/C(x1 − kx3
1 − x2),

ẋ2 = 1/Lx1.
(10)

Assuming C = 1, L = 4/5, k = 1 we get a smooth limit
cycle which can be approximated using K = 5 harmon-
ics. Fig. 2 shows the approximation superimposed to
the numerical integration in the time-domain. Chua’s
circuit (oscillator) can be described by the following
set of normalized differential equations







ẋ1 = α[−x1 + x2 − n(x1)],
ẋ2 = x1 − x2 + x3,
ẋ3 = −βx2.

(11)

We assume α = 8, β = 15, n(x1) = −8/7x1 + 4/63x1
3

and we focus on one of the two asymmetric limit cycles
[7], that can be accurately approximated using again
K = 5 harmonics.

Besides K = 5, we also consider different choices of
K (i.e. K = 1 and K = 3) to check how the algorithm
is influenced by the number of harmonics. Steps (2)–
(4) of the algorithm outlined in Sec. 3 are executed
with σ ∈ [−20, 0]. Finally, the results are compared
with those obtained by applying standard MSF ap-
proach in the time-domain.

Fig. 3 (Van der Pol oscillator) and Fig. 4 (Chua’s os-
cillator) make clear that, in both cases MSFs are prac-
tically coincident with those derived in time-domain
even if a few number of harmonics (K = 5) are ex-
ploited. It is also important to note that even K = 1
permits to identify accurately the synchronization re-
gion Λ(σ) < 0. The low number of harmonics neces-
sary for a satisfactory approximation is mainly due to
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Figure 3: MSF for the Van der Pol oscillators: black
lines are obtained with the HB approach described in
Sec. 3 with K = 1 (solid), K = 3 (dashed), and K = 5
(dotted), whereas the solid grey line is obtained in the
time-domain.

the properties of the oscillators chosen to test the pro-
posed algorithm. Hovewer, it gives remarkable results
also in the case of nonlinear oscillators having limit cy-
cles whose approximation requires several harmonics.

The main advantages of the proposed algorithm are
its numerical stability and short computation time. In
the considered example, the reduction of CPU time 2

is about 90% compared to standard time-domain tech-
niques [2, 3].

5. Conclusion

We have proposed an efficient method to study con-
dition for stable local synchronization in networks of
identical nonlinear oscillators exploiting the MSF ap-
proach in the frequency domain. Once limit cycles
of uncoupled oscillators are approximated by means
of HB technique, an eigenvalue problem is solved to
study stability. The proposed method presents huge
advantages in terms of computational time and can
also be extended to oscillators described by implicit
differential equations.
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2The comparison is based on several numerical simulations
run on standard desktop under MatLab.
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Figure 4: MSF for the Chua circuit: black lines are
obtained with the HB approach described in Sec. 3
with K = 1 (solid), K = 3 (dashed), and K = 5
(dotted), whereas the solid grey line is obtained in the
time-domain.
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